### Major Stock Market Indexes (5 Jul 2023 = 100)

- **US Dow Jones Ind Avg**: 39,308.00 (0.00% change from Previous Day; 4.29% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **US NASDAQ**: 18,188.30 (0.00% change from Previous Day; 21.16% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **US S&P 500**: 5,537.02 (0.00% change from Previous Day; 16.08% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **UK FTSE 100**: 8,241.26 (0.86% change from Previous Day; 6.57% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **EURO STOXX 50**: 4,987.48 (0.44% change from Previous Day; 10.31% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Japan NIKKEI 225**: 40,913.65 (0.82% change from Previous Day; 22.26% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Bangladesh DSEX**: 5,497.56 (2.30% change from Previous Day; -11.94% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **PRC Shanghai Comp.**: 2,957.57 (-0.83% change from Previous Day; -0.58% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Hong Kong, China HSI**: 18,028.28 (0.28% change from Previous Day; 5.75% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **India BSE Sensex**: 80,049.67 (0.08% change from Previous Day; 10.76% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Indonesia JCI**: 7,220.89 (0.34% change from Previous Day; -0.71% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Korea, Rep. of KOSPI**: 80,323.91 (-0.01% change from Previous Day; 24.11% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Malaysia KLCI**: 11,926.59 (-0.92% change from Previous Day; 11.94% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Pakistan KSE 100**: 6,507.49 (0.89% change from Previous Day; 0.89% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Philippines PSEi**: 3,439.88 (0.71% change from Previous Day; 6.16% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Singapore STI**: 23,522.53 (1.51% change from Previous Day; 31.18% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Sri Lanka CSEALL**: 2,330.04 (0.49% change from Previous Day; -8.11% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Taipei, China TWSE**: 1,301.04 (0.49% change from Previous Day; -8.11% change from 01-Jan-24)
- **Thailand SET**: 1,297.89 (0.24% change from Previous Day; 13.27% change from 01-Jan-24)

### NIE-4 and PRCS Stock Market Indexes (5 Jul 2023 = 100)
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